Abstract. Non periodic ordered tilings can be used for the generation of discrete structures in the time and frequency domains. The Fourier spectrum of impulse distributions ordered according with certain types of aperiodic ordered temporal sequences described by Lindenmayer systems shows a discrete part . In order to appy these ideas the main tools belong to discrete geometry and number theory. These techniques provide a connection between rhythms and harmonic fields which may have a natural phenomena basis when observational data of certain types of variable stars are analyzed. The pulsation of some semiregular and delta scuti stars is reflected in their light curves which can be modelled by means of sinusoidal sequences related with the golden number.
Introduction
One of the last trends in XX century is spectralism which uses harmonies derived from overtone series of natural sounds. The primary source of the techniques considered in this paper is not the spectrum of sounds but of temporal sequences. The main motivation lies in a series of recent works, where I have explored relations between aperiodic but ordered temporal sequences, harmonic fields arising from the Fourier analysis of such sequences and of instrumental sounds, and sounds synthesized starting from the dynamic spectra appearing in the analysis.
The basic structures are related with quasicrystals which are a new type of alloys discovered twenty years ago exhibiting a type of order different from either crystals or amorphous materials. The structures, which lie somewhere between periodicity and randomness, have been described by the author with the help of deterministic and stochastic Lindenmayer systems. In 2D and 3D the recursive structure of the geometries is represented in terms of bracketed word sequences [4] .
Time is structured with 1D geometric sequences generating aperiodic ordered rhythms. The use of number theory shows that some of them are transparent in the sense that their Fourier spectra have a discrete component and provide the pairs intensity-pitch. The resulting harmony is an extension of the classical harmony which is based on the spectra of periodic rhythms. Due to the lack of translational symmetry, the temporal spectra are always inharmonic. The central frequencies in additive synthesis of filtered noises have been obtained from the basic temporal and instrumental spectra. Their amplitudes evolve according to successive iterations previous to the amplitudes stabilization. The bandwidths in [5] have been introduced according to perceptual criteria, but 1D non periodic ordered tilings can show also continuous components in their Fourier transform . In other works spectra of instrumental or vocal sounds are part of autonomous harmonic fields or in interaction with those corresponding to the spectra arising in the temporal structures. The scaling factors of the aperiodic ordered 1D sequences are algebraic integers : roots of monic (the leading coefficient is equal to 1) polynomials with integer coefficients. Certain connections with observational data in astronomy may also be established and the time can be structured in a natural phenomena basis.
L-systems for Quasiperiodic Tilings and Their Time and Frequency Representations
An approach to continuity can be obtained in computer music compositions due to the high accuracy of the medium. It has been also the basis of instrumental works by authors like Brian Ferneyhough: the pitches, dynamics and rhythms are chosen from a parametric space as continuous as possible from a perceptual point of view. Local realizations are, except in some cases like glissandi or dynamic changes, essentialy discrete. Several authors have looked in the past for discrete time structures that would be related to organizations of pitch structures [2] . By decreasing the duration of a series of impulses periodicaly distributed in time, Stockhausen pointed out how the same basic process is behind our perception of duration and pitch [16] . Longer durations define temporal scales related with the form and its articulations. A possible way to structure the time is by means of non periodic ordered sequences which can be described algebraically in terms of Lindenmayer systems. A 0L-system [15] is a triple G = {Σ, r, Ω} where Σ is an alphabet, r is a finite substitution on Σ into the set of subsets of Σ * , and Ω is the axiom. G is called a D0L-system if #(r(x)) = 1,for every x ∈ Σ.
Consider the alphabet Σ = {a, b}, the production rules:
and the axiom a. The language consists in the words a, abaa, abaaaababaaabaa, ... If we associate to a and b temporal segments (rhythmic units) of lengths l a , l b with l a /l b = (α − 1)/2, where α is the highest root of
